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Abstract 
  

     This study starts with Ibn khaldoon's view of science and education 
and its relationship with civilization. Ibn khaldoon's introduction 
incorporates a thought- framework  a thought- framework  that treats 
science and education problems (matters) that connected with 
civilization as a factor for societies development the political and 
economic society's development follows by educational and cultural 
development. Education flourishes in a civilized society, and collapses 
with the destruction of civilization. The study also focuses on the 
important of human thought as Allah distinguishes man with the 
competency of reason that helps man to create, innovate, and 
establishes asocial,  cultural,  and civilized  identity. This study also 
arms at recognizing the educational trends stated in  Ibn khaldoon's 
introduction, such educational trends play as guidelines for decision –
makers in politics and education in the modern age to by benefited 
from and applied in the educational situation. 

 

 


